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check out the data of us states ranked by agricultural production and find out how much is produced
in your state usda national agricultural statistics service information nass publications cover a wide
range of subjects from traditional crops such as corn and wheat to specialties such as mushrooms and
flowers from calves born to hogs slaughtered from agricultural prices to land in farms the united
states produces many different agricultural commodities food crops meat and more here are the top
five ranks for some of the most commonly consumed foods including apples cattle chicken eggs
sweet corn food grains fruit and nuts hogs potatoes vegetables and melons which agricultural
commodity is the most important to each state s economy this infographic breaks it all down based
on data from the usda the data shows the strengths of each state while also forming a strong
foundation for our nation s agriculture industry here are the 50 states and a variety of unique
strengths of each one alabama agricultural cash receipts 5 3 billion top ag commodity broilers land
grants auburn university alabama a m university normal tuskegee by clicking on each state you can
see a pie chart of each state s energy production between several types of fossil fuels crude oil coal
natural gas nuclear power biofuels and other types of renewable energy the map below created by
huffingtonpost shows the most lucrative crop in each u s state the most lucrative food crop in the
united states can vary depending on factors such as market demand pricing and production costs
almost every u s state is involved in agricultural wheat production the latest statistics show that north
dakota kansas and montana were the leading wheat producing states among the the five states with
the highest value of crop sales are california illinois minnesota iowa and nebraska with its large
horticultural sector california s overall crop value of more than 33 billion in 2017 is about 59 percent
higher than that of illinois the second ranked state united states production sorted by market year my
2024 2025 click on the headers for sorting by the numbers the top 10 u s states for fruit and
vegetable production posted by paul rusnak december 3 2021 the covid 19 pandemic has put a lot of
things in perspective one of those is the importance of food production illinois follows iowa with 2 131
200 000 bushels of corn about 15 03 of the total u s production nebraska and minnesota produced 1
790 090 000 and 1 441 920 000 respectively together the four top corn producing states produced
over 54 of the country s total corn the united states produced 13 9 billion bushels of corn in 2022
down from 15 billion bushels in 2021 there is a lot of corn grown each year in the united states iowa
ranked first in corn production in 2022 despite drought impacting the growing season iowa produced
939 times more corn than utah which ranks 41 in us corn production by state in 2020 texas produced
a total of 1 78 billion barrels of oil texas is home to the most productive u s oil basin the permian
routinely accounting for at least 50 of total onshore production a distant second is north dakota which
produced about 431 2 million barrels of oil in 2020 regional distribution of u s oil production many
states grow corn potatoes and apples but fruits like oranges are unique to the florida climate keep
scrolling to see which foods your state actually grows and produces as of today the united states
remains one of the world s most important food producing countries and one of the largest food
exporters in the world but every state is known for different types of agriculture the uniqueness found
within each state helps make our diverse country so wonderful our latest visualization uses data from
the u s department of agriculture to map out the most valuable agricultural commodities in each state
as well as the total price for that commodity agricultural products include crops plants livestock
poultry dairy and more the top 6 pumpkin producing states grew 1 2 billion pounds of pumpkins in
2022 thursday october 26 2023 pumpkins were one of the earliest cultivated crops in the americas
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and have become one of the most distinctive symbols of fall as of 2023 there are 28 917 900 beef
cows in the united states this is down from one year ago texas has the most beef cows followed by
oklahoma missouri and nebraska number of beef cows by state the number of cattle in every state is
a good indicator of how much beef each state produces seven states have over 1 million beef cows in
2023 these crops take up over 231 million acres of land out of the almost 392 million crops planted to
crops we will be looking over the top non commodity of each state
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all 50 us states ranked by agricultural production report
2024
May 13 2024

check out the data of us states ranked by agricultural production and find out how much is produced
in your state

usda national agricultural statistics service statistics
Apr 12 2024

usda national agricultural statistics service information nass publications cover a wide range of
subjects from traditional crops such as corn and wheat to specialties such as mushrooms and flowers
from calves born to hogs slaughtered from agricultural prices to land in farms

what us states produce the most food ranking 1 50
Mar 11 2024

the united states produces many different agricultural commodities food crops meat and more here
are the top five ranks for some of the most commonly consumed foods including apples cattle chicken
eggs sweet corn food grains fruit and nuts hogs potatoes vegetables and melons

the most valuable agricultural commodity in each state
Feb 10 2024

which agricultural commodity is the most important to each state s economy this infographic breaks it
all down based on data from the usda

the top agricultural commodity in each u s state agdaily
Jan 09 2024

the data shows the strengths of each state while also forming a strong foundation for our nation s
agriculture industry here are the 50 states and a variety of unique strengths of each one alabama
agricultural cash receipts 5 3 billion top ag commodity broilers land grants auburn university alabama
a m university normal tuskegee

how much energy does your state produce
Dec 08 2023

by clicking on each state you can see a pie chart of each state s energy production between several
types of fossil fuels crude oil coal natural gas nuclear power biofuels and other types of renewable
energy
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mapping the most valuable agricultural commodity in each
u s
Nov 07 2023

the map below created by huffingtonpost shows the most lucrative crop in each u s state the most
lucrative food crop in the united states can vary depending on factors such as market demand pricing
and production costs

u s wheat production by state 2023 statista
Oct 06 2023

almost every u s state is involved in agricultural wheat production the latest statistics show that north
dakota kansas and montana were the leading wheat producing states among the

usda ers agricultural production and prices
Sep 05 2023

the five states with the highest value of crop sales are california illinois minnesota iowa and nebraska
with its large horticultural sector california s overall crop value of more than 33 billion in 2017 is about
59 percent higher than that of illinois the second ranked state

united states production usda
Aug 04 2023

united states production sorted by market year my 2024 2025 click on the headers for sorting

by the numbers the top 10 u s states for fruit and
Jul 03 2023

by the numbers the top 10 u s states for fruit and vegetable production posted by paul rusnak
december 3 2021 the covid 19 pandemic has put a lot of things in perspective one of those is the
importance of food production

corn production by state 2024 world population review
Jun 02 2023

illinois follows iowa with 2 131 200 000 bushels of corn about 15 03 of the total u s production
nebraska and minnesota produced 1 790 090 000 and 1 441 920 000 respectively together the four
top corn producing states produced over 54 of the country s total corn

us corn production by state the top 11 rankings in 2023
May 01 2023
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the united states produced 13 9 billion bushels of corn in 2022 down from 15 billion bushels in 2021
there is a lot of corn grown each year in the united states iowa ranked first in corn production in 2022
despite drought impacting the growing season iowa produced 939 times more corn than utah which
ranks 41 in us corn production by state

mapped u s oil production by state visual capitalist
Mar 31 2023

in 2020 texas produced a total of 1 78 billion barrels of oil texas is home to the most productive u s oil
basin the permian routinely accounting for at least 50 of total onshore production a distant second is
north dakota which produced about 431 2 million barrels of oil in 2020 regional distribution of u s oil
production

which foods your state actually grows business insider
Feb 27 2023

many states grow corn potatoes and apples but fruits like oranges are unique to the florida climate
keep scrolling to see which foods your state actually grows and produces

top 10 agricultural producing states in 2022 rural strong
media
Jan 29 2023

as of today the united states remains one of the world s most important food producing countries and
one of the largest food exporters in the world but every state is known for different types of
agriculture the uniqueness found within each state helps make our diverse country so wonderful

visualizing top agricultural products by state howmuch
Dec 28 2022

our latest visualization uses data from the u s department of agriculture to map out the most valuable
agricultural commodities in each state as well as the total price for that commodity agricultural
products include crops plants livestock poultry dairy and more

usda ers charts of note
Nov 26 2022

the top 6 pumpkin producing states grew 1 2 billion pounds of pumpkins in 2022 thursday october 26
2023 pumpkins were one of the earliest cultivated crops in the americas and have become one of the
most distinctive symbols of fall

beef production by state 2024 world population review
Oct 26 2022
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as of 2023 there are 28 917 900 beef cows in the united states this is down from one year ago texas
has the most beef cows followed by oklahoma missouri and nebraska number of beef cows by state
the number of cattle in every state is a good indicator of how much beef each state produces seven
states have over 1 million beef cows in 2023

main crops grown in each state of the united states of
america
Sep 24 2022

these crops take up over 231 million acres of land out of the almost 392 million crops planted to crops
we will be looking over the top non commodity of each state
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